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	Statement No: 2
	DATE: September 3, 2015
	PROJECT AREA: Maintenance
	TITLE PROBLEM STATEMENT: The number of current deficient U.S. bridges makes bridge condition evaluation paramount to a state highway department in developing a bridge management system.  State Transportation Departments  (DOTs) routinely inspect bridges on 24-month cycles and are typically conducted using a visual inspection.  Findings from these inspections are summarized by bridge inspectors numerically for bridge conditional ratings, and additionally documented with inspector notes and pictures.  However, bridge inspections include a human factor, which introduces bias and subjectivity.   Consequently, bridge inspection values include some non-uniformity. To reduce bridge inspection subjectivity between bridge inspectors, the researchers in this proposal will develop a methodology using gigapixel technology to ensure quality control.  Additionally, the methodology will enable DOTs to easily catalog their bridge inspections for future reference. The researchers will use gigapixel technology to develop high resolution panoramas from multiple grid images.  The technology incorporates a robotic camera mount to rotate a camera about a fixed point to capture the subject field.  The developed high resolution gigapixel panorama enables a viewer to zoom-in on objects within the panorama similar in approach to Google Earth.  Consequently, panorama viewing becomes interactive. The researchers in this proposal will implement gigapixel technology for bridge inspections to promote quality control in the bridge inspection process and additionally enable DOT’s a methodology to catalog bridge inspection results.The proposed technique provides a quality control tool for the inspection procedure specified in the AASHTO "Manual for Bridge Element Inspection."  Additionally, the gigapixel panoramas can be used as a reference for elements subjected to a structural review.
	Text1: Implementing Gigapixel Technology for Highway Bridge Inspections
	OBJECTIVES: The research team will incorporate the following steps to develop a system that the AHTD can easily implement into their bridge inspection program:1. Camera and lens selection.  Multiple camera/lens configurations will be analyzed as a function of case situation.2. Select a suite of bridge sites to develop a methodology as a function of bridge type and size.3. Develop gigapixel panoramas for each bridge type considering a superstructure view and a substructure view.4. Determine required views and lighting to adequately record bridge condition.5. Document optimal camera position to create suitable panoramas for bridge inspection. 6. Design and manufacture a low cost trailer imaging system for bridge deck pavement imaging that is compatible with gigapixel stitching technology.  Image recording time, resolution, and cost will be evaluated.7. Develop bridge deck view gigapixel panoramas for each bridge type to record pavement condition.8. Design a website database system that provides AHTD staff a method to easily review gigapans and results.  9. Train AHTD personnel to use gigapixel technology for bridge inspections.
	FORM OF RESEARCH IMPLEMENTATION: 1. Document the overall research effort and methodology for the proposed bridge inspection approach in a final report to the AHTD.2. Design a website database system that provides AHTD staff a resource to easily review gigapixel panoramas and results.3. Develop a training program for bridge photographers involving: determining the bridge views needed for proper bridge rating, camera location, camera setup, robotic mount programming, lighting, and image post processing.
	Text7: Karen McDaniels
	Text3: 18 months
	Text4: Ernie Heymsfield & Mark Kuss
	Text5: University of Arkansas
	Text6: 479-575-7586
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